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I will be in traveling to Europe in June, and would love to meet our European XOOPS
developers and users 

Frankfurt seems to be a good central location, so people from Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, and other countries could easily drive or fly in.

While this could be a great opportunity to meet each other in person, our goal would be also to
have couple good educational workshops and exchange experiences and know-how, especially
as it relates to Xoops Engine.

Who would be interested in having a first XOOPS Euro-Summit sometime on the weekend
of June 18-19 in Frankfurt?

If not Frankfurt, what other location would be prefered for those of you who would be interested
in having our first XOOPS Euro-Summit?

Could representatives from local XOOPS support sites in Europe translate the info and ask on
their Websites who from their users and developers would be interested?
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